Year One Room Fives Positive Behaviour Systems
When does my child get a Green card in the classroom?
Individual rewards
Each child has an individual stamp chart. For every ten
stamps they are rewarded a green card. They are
rewarded stamps when they follow the class room
rules, are kind to their peers and follow teacher
instructions.
Group rewards
They also work towards group points. At the end of the
week, the group with the most points are given a green card each and are also
allowed ten minutes free time or a prize from the prize box.
When does my child get a Orange card in the classroom??
In our classroom we follow the ‘1,2,3 Magic’ behaviour program. When students break a
classroom rule they are given three verbal warnings. After these warnings they will then
be sent to time out if the behaviour continues. If the child is still non compliant after the
time out they will then be escorted to buddy class for ten minutes. This will then result
in an orange card. Receiving an orange card will also loose them one green card from
there record.
These are the class rules that Room Five agreed upon and constructed together:
Keep your hands and feet to yourself.
Put your hand up, please don't call out.
Show your friends and teachers respect.
Use your mat manners.
If you don't have anything nice to say don't say anything at all.
When does my child get a Red Card in the classroom?
Students will automatically be given a red card if they:
Verbally or physically harm a peer or teacher.
Leave the school grounds or classroom without asking permission.
When a child is given a red card they will loose all of their green cards and have to start
again. They may miss out on incursions or excursions that take place and have an in
school suspension. Parents will be contacted.

